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Legacy Day celebrated
in series of events

clemson tweets
ELISE MCVEV ©ELISELMC ~ NOV. 30
THIS IS A CLEMSON TRAGEDY. LET'S CANCEL FINALS
WEEK SINCE WE'LL ALL BE IN MOURNING UNTIL

Fort Hill comes to life to commemorate Clemson's history.
KRISHNA TONEY

FURTHER NOTICE

STAFF WRITER

JESSICA SAXTON @OHHHEYYJESSICA - OEC. 2

On Friday, Nov. 22, Clemson
students, faculty, staff, alumni and
donors gathered in celebration of
Legacy Day.
The event was part of Clemson's
Legacy Month, a series of events
designed to celebrate the inception of
Clemson University upon the signing
of Thomas Green Clemson's will in
1886. It was the final event of the
series of events and was preceded by
Will Signing Day on Nov. 6, Thomas
and Anna's 175 Anniversary on Nov.
13 and Faculty and Staff Day at Fort
Hill on Nov. 20. The event stood
as the culmination of a year-long
planning effort by organizations such
as Alpha Phi Omega, Blue Key and
the Tiger Brotherhood. Sponsors of
the event aimed to prompt students
to reflect on the opportunity they
have to leave their own legacy at
Clemson University.
Legacy Day was a studentsponsored
event
designed
to
introduce new students and remind
returning students of the visionary
successes and lasting legacy of
Thomas Green Clemson^-and his
wife, Anna Calhoun Clemson. The
day also honored those who have
given back to Clemson over the years,
as boards lined the walkway to the
Fort Hill house denoting the tales of
alumni who have given back in the

SO I PUT UP MY TINY CLEMSON CHRISTMAS TREE AND
SNOWFLAKE LIGHTS IN MY DORM. ONE MIGHT SAY I'M
READY FOR CHRISTMAS. #TISTHESEASON
MATTHEW TILLEY @MCTILLEY50 - OEC. 1
REALLY CLEMSON? A 3 WEEK CHRISTMAS BREAK??
WHERE ARE YOUR PRIORITIES?
LINDSAY HORD @LSHORO
IT'S NOT EVEN FINALS WEEK AND THERE IS NOWHERE TO
STUDY. WE NEED ANOTHER LIBRARY. #CLEMSON
NATHAN WHITTLE @NATHANJWHITTLE_ ~ OEC. 2
IF ANYONE IN CLEMSON HAS A TACKY CHRISTMAS
SWEATER LYING AROUND, I'D LOVE THEM AND SAY NICE
THINGS ABOUT THEM WHEN THEY WEREN'T AROUND

form of scholarships and donations.
Students lined up to take touts of
the Fort Hill House and learn about
its history and inhabitants. Students
completed a scavenger hunt of facts
about the house and the university
to receive shirts and water bottles
commemorating the event.
Students also had the opportunity
to leave their mark on Clemson
history by signing a frame that will
hang on the first floor of the library
in one of the study rooms.
Senior Jamie Yohn, who worked
inside the tent facilitating the signing
of the frame, said, "I love that we are
going to be able to see in 10 and 15
years the people we went to school
with. It's nice to know where the
university came from."
William Hiott, director and
curator of historic properties, believes
that Legacy Day is an important part
of Clemson. "It is rewarding to see
so many students taking part in
the Legacy Day activities," Hiott
said. "I hope that each student who
swipes his or her Tiger Stripe on
Legacy Day begins to feel a bond
with the 'historic' Clemson family
to the Clemson family of their peers,
classmates and fellow students.
I tend to think that experiences
enrich their understanding of the
founder and his collection to his
namesake institution and that every
time they cheer or spell the name
C-L-E-M-S-O-N or wear a T-shirt,

ball cap or eventually a ring with the
University name, that connection to
the founder is secure."
The Legacy Day event concluded
with a leaf dedication ceremony,
which Hiott said "caps off the day's
activities by recognizing those who
follow the visionary philanthropy
of the founder and his wife, who
are recognized with bronze plaques
as part of the Fort Hill Legacy
Society undei the Second Century
Oak location of the first Board of
Trustee meeting on May 2, 1888, in
the shadow of Fort Hill."
This emphasis on honoring those
who have served Clemson resonated
with Katherine Reft, a sophomore
member of Clemson's Air Force
ROTC, who guarded the tent that
housed Clemson's will. "We are
really proud of Clemson's military
history and Clemson's history in
general, and we are proud to be a
part of its traditions," Reft said.
This commitment to honoring
Clemson traditions is strong even in
those just beginning their journeys
here at Clemson.
Freshman Jeremy Fowler said, "I
think that Legacy Day is important
because it is a great reminder ot the"
great histoiy that Clemson has. We
had Thomas Clemson's actual will
on campus, and it reminds every
student that his generosity gave
us the university that we love so
much today."
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President Barker awarded those who have continued Thomas Greene Clemson's philanthropy with bronze leaves.
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To bury Cocky, not to praise him

,

Pep rally burial held before rivalry football game sees Gamecocks mascot laid to rest unsanctimoniously.
REBEKA WELLMON
STAFF WRITER

In support of rivalry week, the
Student Alumni Association hosted
the annual pep rally for Cocky's
Funeral in the outdoor amphirheater
on Monday, Nov. 25 in order to
raise excitement about the game
against the University of South
Carolina Gamecocks. The outdoor
amphitheater was packed with
students, and the event was televised,
along with South Carolina's version of
this pep rally, the Tiger Burn.
After Clemson created the
Cocky's Funeral pep rally, South
Carolina started their own rivalry
week tradition. In anticipation of the
annual game between Clemson and
the University of South Carolina,
nicknamed The Palmetto Bowl, both
schools hold these similar pep rallies
at the same time to boost students'
interest and school pride.
On Monday, South Carolina's
mascot, Cocky, lied in wake from
noon until 6 p.m. The pep rally began
with an introduction speech, which
was followed by Tigeroar, Clemson's
male a cappella group, who performed
their famous version of "Tiger Rag."
Cocky was then carried down the side
of the Amphitheater in his casket by
Clemson ROTC cadets and the Tiger.
Colonel Sandy Edge, a 1972
Clemson graduate, performed the
eulogy, but in this case there was no
praise for the one who had "passed."

This humorous and sardonic version of
a eulogy had the whole amphitheater
in laughter, calling Cocky names like
"disgrace to the chicken race," "sulky
shamecock" and "foul fowl."
After the eulogy, . the ROTC
cadets took the body of this "foul
fowl" from his casket and burned
him in a trashcan to the song "Disco
Inferno" by The Tramps. The Rally
Cats, Clemson's competitive jazz
dance team, came out to perform
three songs, including Tiger Rag,
which concluded the pep rally. Chickfil-A chicken sandwiches were given
out to the students who attended in
honor of Cocky's "death."
Some students were upset because
the television cameramen for Cocky's
Funeral were blocking the view of the
stage and walking in front of students
to capture their reactions.
"We started Cocky's Funeral after
the last year that Clemson University
did the Barnyard Burn," Stewart
Summers, the director of alumni
engagement, said. "This pep rally is
to get the students, fans, alumni and
the team ready for the big rivalry.
The rivalry this week is elevated even
more because Clemson is ranked
10-1, South Carolina is ranked 9-3
and both schools are ranked in the
top 10."
"I can't remember rhe last time
both Clemson and South Carolina
were in the top 10 together," Drew
Ricard, a member of the Student
Alumni Association, said. "This

game should decide who goes to a
bowl game." When asked why
Clemson and South Carolina have
such a strong rivalry, Summers, who
is also an Advisor for the Student
Alumni Association, said, "Both
schools are in-state, and they have

the two largest football programs in
South Carolina. Most people pick one
side or the other, but the ones who
pick Clemson are the smart ones."
"Clemson and South Carolina are
the two state schools that have always
been there since the beginning,"

Jillian Clinton, a member of the
Student Alumni Association, said. "I
think it is fun to have the rivalry
and competition. Both schools are
closely-ranked and highly-ranked,
which makes for a good game, and
it is important that we win this one."

Clemson ROTC stood guard over the "body" of Clemson's rival, Cocky. The departed was later burned.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
NEED PHYSICAL THERAPY?
Muscle or joint pain slowing
your performance?
Running not quite up to par?

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
FAST APPOINTMENT TIME"
•
•
•
•
•

/Happy Holidays!
From Th£ Tiggr

Muscle Strains & Joint Sprains
Back & Neck Pain
Running Related Ankle, Knee, Hip Pain
Throwing Injuries & Shoulder Pain
Custom Foot Orthotics to Address Foot &
Arch Impairments
• Hand Injuries, Post-Surgical Hand Rehab
• Custom Splinting for the Hand & Wrist
Hwy. 93 Clemson • 864 • 722*6037
www.csmr.org
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Raising North West: Go the opposite direction
MARLEY LUtUE

Columnist

Recently, Jenna McBryde, a follower of Kim
Kardashian, tweeted at Kim, criticizing the
superstar for neglecting her child. McBryde
claimed that Kardashian does not spend enough
time with North West, as evidenced by the lack of
the baby's pictures on social media. The reality star
responded to the tweet, saying that just because she
doesn't constantly post photos and statuses about
her child doesn't mean that she's a bad mother. She
then added that just because she supports each of
her fiance's shows and posts pictures of the events
doesn't mean that she isn't spending enough time
with North.
According to recent criticisms directed toward
Kim Kardashian, good parenting is defined by how
much you share about your child over social media.
Whether or not someone's considered to be a good
parent today seems to be entirely dependant on how
much you're able to see what your fellow Facebook
friend's child has done today, including what they
ate, what they did in school and what color socks
they independently chose to wear today like a "big
boy or girl." To put it into perspective, it's more
likely that those parents who aren't posting every
minute detail of their child's lives are actually
spending more time with their children rather
than wasting their time constantly updating
their social media. It appears as though society
has become so social media obsessed that not
only are we losing sight of what it means to
be an individual, but also what defines being
a good parent.
To expand on that, Kim Kardashian
should not by any means be receiving a
gold star for her superb parenting skills, but

she should instead be criticized for the real issue
in her methods of parenting. The main argument
about these criticisms focuses on the baby's lack of
social media attention. However, this argument also
implies an issue with her parenting: she doesn't spend
enough time raising her child. Rather than focusing
on the fact that she isn't posting as many updates as
those who like to "keep up" with her want to see, it's
more of an issue that she defended her need to have
fun with her fiance rather than simply choosing not
to post everything with her baby to maintain privacy
within her family. The definition of a good parent
shouldn't be based on the amount of pictures you
post with your child but the amount of quality time
you spend together. No matter how many pictures
and posts are shared of your child, at the end of the
day, if you aren't the main role model they're looking
up to, being disciplined by and learning life lessons
from, then you're failing as a parent.
It's unfortunate that the majority of today's
society favors quantity over quality in most
aspects of life, even in raising a family. The dollar
value spent on providing celebrity children the
best nannies, along with a wild assortment of
unnecessary luxuries, is by no means a supplemental
replacement for actually spending time with the
child and giving them your utmost love and care.
In the long run, the tens of thousands of dollars

spent on decorating Kim's baby's nursery won't
mean anything to her when she's going through her
awkward middle school phase. Material things can
only benefit a child so much. They start to grow
up and all of the expensive clothes and toys used
to replace legitimate parenting in raising the child
don't prepare them for the ugly truth that is reality.
You can give a child everything it wants, but those
material things won't matter in the end when the
child doesn't have the love from the parents that
they actually need.
For those who have children, next time you feel
the need to flood your social media friends' timelines
and newsfeeds with everything your little Johnny
did today, reflect on this: what's the point? Sharing
something cute, funny or exciting every once in a
while is perfectly acceptable, for that's the point of
social media — to communicate with others and
share what we find amusing and relevant. However,
a picture of Johnny eating a ham sandwich, followed
by a picture of him watching television, followed by
a picture of him taking a bath, followed by a picture
of him sleeping, all within a 12 hour time frame does
not prove you're a good mother. What defines being
a good parent should not be based on how often
you update your social media with your child's daily
routine but more so whether or not you're a part of
that daily routine. What defines being a good parent
should not be based on the amount of money you
spend on unnecessary material things they want,
but more so on the time you spend throughout their
life giving and providing them with your undivided
attention, utmost care and unconditional love. So
as far as Kim goes, "keep up" with her all you want,
but as far as parenting goes, don't go in the direction
of North West.
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How definitions define us
EDUARDO A.
Columnist

HERNANDEZ-CRUZ

"The English language has

I'm sure many of you know Google can
define words for you. You type the word

over the years than Batman,

into search engine, and it will define said
word for you. Now, as probably less of you
know, there came a strange happenstance with
the word 'literally' as it is defined on Google.
The second definition of the word, as listed is:
"used for emphasis or to express strong feeling

and it's only natural."

isn't literal is almost overpowering. And I'm not
one of those people who goes around judging
people for using the term outside of its designated

NATHAN PRETORIUS

supposed to mean. This is wrong on so many

■i

gone through more changes

while not being literally true." Or, to put it
simply, 'figuratively.'
Now, I know the word has been misused for
quite some time now. Poor 'literally' is abused
by people in conversation all the time. The
temptation to use it to describe something that

PHOTO
photo@thetigernews.com
(864) 656-2150

and conquer the world and doing pretty well on
that front (except for Google+, because no one
wants it), caved in and decided to define the word
as such?
I know language changes and adapts; words
that are used don't mean what they originally
meant. I know. I get it — I'm an English
major. The English language has gone through
more changes over the years than Batman,
and it's only natural. It'll change some more,
sometimes in really shady and weird ways. I've

levels, especially as we already have a varied
and deep language to find words to put to
use instead.
If you don't understand the gravity of the
situation, let me make an analogy: what if
everyone started using "Twilight" as a reference
for how to write a book (oh yes, I'm going there).
When you decided you wanted to write a book,
people pointed to "Twilight" and told you to write
in that style. "It's what everyone's doing," you're
told. "It's pretty much become the standard, so
we might as well." And if you ever question this
insane and ludicrous decision by popular culture,
you're told it's just the evolution of language
and literature, and if Stephenie Meyer was the
future of written language, then who are we
to argue?
If that sounds like a bit of an extreme example
(like "dystopian future" extreme), then I think I
got across the point well enough. We're agreeing
that a word can mean the exact opposite of its
intended meaning, and that's kind of a stupid

use (yes, those people certainly do exist). And to
be completely fair to Google, it lists the second

always subscribed to the James Nicoll school of
thought that "English is about as pure as a crib

definition as 'informal,' making sure you know
this isn't something professional speakers use

house whore."
But there's something wrong with this
change because we, as a society, are not just
saying a word means something different; we're

majoring in English. Email comments to letters®

saying it means the exact opposite of what it's

thetigernews.com.

in orations.
But really, has it gotten so bad that Google,
a corporation that is firmly doing its best to try

thing to do because it's just tacky.
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The idea of Greek life in a university setting is often a polarized issue. There is a social divide between those who choose to participate in fraternities and sororities and those who
choose not to. We would like to take a look at some of the major pros and cons of the Greek system and present some alternative perspectives.

AGAINST GREEK LIFE

FOR GREEK LIFE
Those who are a part of Greek life cannot explain it, and those who are not
just don't understand it. Overall, many participants can agree that the advantages
of being in a social fraternity or sorority outweigh the disadvantages. Being in
Greek life offers various benefits aside from fostering friendships and social life.
For starters, there is a focus on academics. In order to go through any recruitment
process at Clemson University, each student must have a 2.7 GPA or higher. There
are no exceptions to this policy, for academic achievement is a priority in Greek
life. For the past two years, Clemson's semi-annual academic report acknowledges
that the "all-sorority" GPA average ranks above the average of women who were
not affiliated in Greek life. The same results were found in the "all-fraternity" GPA
average over the GPA average of non-affiliated men. Provided by the University of
Missouri at Kansas City, this reflects the national statistic that most fraternity and
sorority GPA's are higher than the overall collegiate GPA, and therefore, Greeks
also have an overall larger percentage graduating than those who are unaffiliated.
Academic success ultimately leads to professional success. Fraternities and
sororities offer invaluable leadership opportunities and a chance to gain real life
experience by overseeing budgets, working with outside vendors and managing
a large number of people. Those who take advantage of such opportunities have
a higher success rate in their career path after college. The first female astronaut,
the majority of U.S. presidents and, if that isn't enough, at least two actors
from "Modern Family" were all members of Greek life. The list of prominent
Greeks goes on and on, but the networking aspect of Greek life is just one of the
many perks.
At Clemson, Greek life offers students the incentive of joining a community
that gives a school of approximately 17,000 undergraduate students a close-knit
feeling. It provides a possibility to be involved in every aspect of college that a
student is interested in (i.e. sports, music, community service, social functions,
opportunity to travel, etc.) without having to commit to just one. Unlike most
collegiate organizations, it's more than just a three or four year commitment;
Greek Life is a lifelong connection. College is a time to find your niche. Whether
students join to enhance their skills as a leader, expand their networking
opportunities, follow in their family member's footsteps or just want to make
friends who they can go out with on the weekends, they all have some reason for
joining the Greek life community. Although you may not love everything about
it, no organization is perfect, and though you may get hazed along the way, the
memories and experiences you gain are irreplaceable.

One of the greatest potential negative aspects of Greek Life is hazing. Many of
these actions are held in extreme confidentiality by the Greek community, and it is
difficult to separate fact from fiction without a great deal of explanation and data.
Although many would think this is the primary issue with fraternities and sororities,
we would like to point out some other critical flaws.
The nature of Greek organizations lies primarily in their exclusivity. During
college, young people should be learning to base their self-worth not on external
values but on the internal values they possess. The Greek system perpetuates classism
by preventing lower socioeconomic members from entering due to pricey member
costs, high expectations of clothing and also outward appearance (including skin
color, which has recently been discussed at the University of Alabama). Longing for
validation from their peers, young people are often distraught if they are unsuccessful
in getting into their first-choice organization. Some may say many Gteek organizations
base their membership intake on purely superficial factors. While they may claim
to not choose members based on appearance, there is certainly a mob-mentality,
and those outside of the standard dress code risk ridicule and being barred from a
fraternity or sorority. Although the organization may not explicidy pick members
based on their physical appearance, they select them on the foundation that they
can appear cool or be congruent with the social status of the rest of the organization.
There is an unequal opportunity within Greek life, and this facet consequently can
encourage classism, racism and other degradation of humans and their individuality.
While there are many qualities Greek life possesses that could be viewed as
negative, few are greater issues than the largely increased rate of sexual violence
seen within the Greek community. According to historian Nicholas Syrett, men in
fraternities are "more likely to rape women than are their nonaffiliated classmates.
[Some Studies] estimate that between 70 and 90 percent of all reported gang rapes
are affiliated with fraternities, with many of the remainder perpetrated by athletic
teams (which are not dissimilar from fraternities and whose members often belong to
fraternities as well)." Fraternities are undoubtedly the greatest perpetrators of sexual
assault in a college setting. According to Stephanie Neumann, a contributing author
in "Sex Crimes and Paraphilia," 86 percent of attempted off-campus rapes are at
fraternity houses. Sometimes it as seen as though women are treated as objects, often
for the expenditure by brothers in the fraternity; see "Luring Your Rapebait," the
recently viral email from a Greek student attending Georgia Tech. The issue with
sexual assault in Greek life is rather evident and overwhelmingly unfortunate.

Regardless of how you view this issue, it is undeniable there are serious benefits and drawbacks of fraternity and sorority life and culture. Like many organizations with
similarly long histories, there are a great deal of improvements and changes that need to be instated. As mentioned above, there are problems in the Greek system that do not
have a positive impact on society. That being said, the Greek community provides a unique opportunity for college students to gain networking tools and leadership skills.
Ultimately, no change will be made without a concerted effoit from both parties. We urge the Greek community to work toward equality in all areas, and we urge those who
are unaffiliated to make an effort to be more open-minded about the Greek system and realize there is more than meets the eye.

COLIN MITCHELL /opinions \i
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There's no need to study
on an empty stomach1.
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

December 8th - 12th
1 1:00 D.m. — 1:00 3.ITI.

@
@
@
@
@

Harcombe
Harcombe
Harcombe
Schilletter
Schilletter

$5 for non-meal plan members.

Come out the first night for giveaways, music, games and more!

Extended Dining Hours
for Late Night Eats from December 7th - 12th
Einsteins Bros. (Hendrix)
Saturday CLOSED
Sunday 11a.m. - 1a.m.
Monday 7a.m. - 1a.m.
Tuesday 7a.m. - 1a.m.
Wednesday 7a.m. - 1a.m.
Thursday 7a.m. - 1a.m.

Starbuck's (Union)
Java City (Library)
Saturday 8a.m. - la.m,
Saturday 12p.m. - 10p.m.
Sunday 8a.m. - 2a.m.
Sunday 2p.m. - 2a.m.
Monday 7a.m. - 2a.m,
Monday 7a.m. - 2a.m.
Tuesday 7a.m. - 2a.m,
Tuesday 7a.m. - 2a.m.
Wednesday 7a.m. - 2a.m.
Wednesday 7a.m. - 2a.m.
Thursday 7a.m..- la.m,
Thursday 7a.m. - 2a.m.

P.O.D. Express (Brackett)
Saturday CLOSED
Sunday 2p.m. - 12a.m.
Monday 7a.m. - 12a.m.
Tuesday 7a.m. - 12a.m.
Wednesday 7a.m. - 12a.m.
Thursday 7a.m. - 12a.m.

Snax &
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Stax (Library)
CLOSED
7a.m. - 12a.m.
7a.m. - 12a.m,
7a.m. - 12a.m,
7a.m. - 12a.m,
7a.m. - 12a.m,

Paw Mart and P.O.D. Express Fike will be closed the remainder of the year beginning Dec. 7th.
Q/clemsondining

© ©clemsondining

Qclemson.edu/housing-dining
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SPORTS
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Tigers take five against South Carolina
AARON RANSDELL
SPORTS EDITOR

Following Clemson's 31-17 loss to
South Carolina, there were many who
were looking for a reason why the
Tigers failed to end the Gamecocks
streak of five straight victories.
As has been the norm during his
tenure, Head Coach Dabo Swinney
took the brunt of the fall on himself.
"We're obviously disappointed,"
Swinney said. "I thought we got the
momentum back there. We tied it
17-17; we just had some critical
mistakes in the fourth quarter. I
know our locker room is hurting
greatly. Fan base is hurting greatly,
and I know this is one everyone
wants, but it's nobody's responsibility
but mine."
Clemson
(10-2)
started off
the game in a groove, converting
several first downs, in a large part
to quarterback Tajh Boyd's five
completions, putting them in South
Carolina territory on the 30 yard
line. The Tigers then decided to reach
into their bag of tricks, opting for a
double pass from Boyd to receiver
Sammy Watkins, whose pass floated
over the head of Adam Humphries
into the arms of South Carolina's
Brison Williams in the end zone.
"They just had a good play,"
Swinney said. "I'm not sure Adam
saw the guy. If he had seen him, we
would have liked to knock it down
and keep it incomplete. We wanted
to be aggressive early and I didn't
have a problem with the play call;
they were just better than us on
the play."
The Gamecocks (10-2) then took
the ball 80 yards on 17 plays that
culminated in a 3 yard touchdown
rush by quarterback Connor Shaw,
putting the 'Cocks up 7-0.
"Their quarterback continually
made plays with his legs," Defensive
Coordinator Brent Venables said.
"Our guys fought hard tonight.
We didn't coach them good enough,
and in a game like this, you
can't make the critical mistakes that
we did. We just didn't do a good
enough job."
Venables and his Tiger defense
were able to shut down the
Gamecock's stud running back,
Mike Davis, for only 22 yards on 15
carries. Davis normally averages 111
yards per game, but where they were
burned was on the feet of Shaw,
who continually ran quarterback
draws late into the game with no
signs of Clemson being able to
stop him.
Despite falling behind 17-7 with
5:06 left in the second quarter,
Clemson was able to force a South
Carolina punt following a strip-sack
by Tiger defensive end Vic Beasley.
The punt put Clemson back on their
own 26 with 3:07 left in the second,
but thanks to several key runs
by senior running back Roderick
McDowell, Clemson was able to set

Clemson has six turnovers for the first time in Morris era.
up Chandler Catanzaro with a 38
yard field goal as time expired to
head to half time, down 17-10.
During the fourth quarter,
Clemson scored the lone touchdown
on a McDowell carry up the middle
for 4 yards, tying the game up 17-17.
McDowell finished the game with 14
carries for 111 yards, making him
the first Tiger running back to rush
for 100 yards against the Gamecocks
since 2007.
The fourth quarter brought an
onslaught of turnovers by the Tigers,
starting with a Boyd fumble on the
Gamecock 33 yard line.
"I honestly thought I was down,"
Boyd said of the play. "I got down
and lifted up, and the ball got
shimmied out, trying to make a little
extra effort. I thought my knee hit,
but it was what it was."
Boyd finished the game 19-27,
passing for 225 yards, but was held
from a touchdown pass for first time
since Clemson's matchup with South
Carolina State earlier this year. Boyd
did, however, rush a touchdown,
giving him 25 on his career.
Following the turnover, Clemson
was able to stop the 'Cocks and force
a punt, but a Humphries fumble on
the return gave away the ball on the
Carolina 43. South Carolina was able
to turn the double-turnovers into
points on a Pharoh Cooper pass out
of the wildcat to Brandon Wilds,
putting the home team up 31-17
with 3:44 left in the game.
At that point, the comeback

became insurmountable, forcing
Boyd to throw two interceptions on
back-to-back possessions to end the
ball game.
"Obviously it's disappointing,"
Boyd said. "Especially when you turn
the ball over six times, and I don't
think some of those mattered at that
point, but it's disappointing."
Turnovers made the difference in
the game, with Clemson committing
six to South Carolina's zero.
The Tigers will eagerly wait for the
announcement of their bowl game
destination, coming on Sunday, Dec.
8, at 8:30 p.m. on ESPN

Clemson 17, South Carolina 31

1 2 3 4
CU
7 3 7 0
SCAR 7 10 0 14

17
31

Team Statistics

Total yards
Passing
Rushing
Turnovers
Penalties
Punts-avg.

CU
352
225
127
6
8-52
3-35

SCAR
318
178
140
0
3-20
5-36.6
Connor Shaw (No. 14) averaged 4.3 yards per carry against Clemson.
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INTERVIEW WITH
Interview by Andre Friedman

For a video of the full interview, visit our youtube.c»myTheTlgerNewsQemson

The Tiger Sports You've been coaching for about 20 years — football and a lrtde bit of baskefbalL What was
your first coaching experience like, and was it something that you always wanted to do?
Chad Morris: Well, it was not something that I always wanted to do; I actually wanted to get into the actuary field. I
majored in math and minored in statistics so I was very intrigued by numbers. I got engaged to my wife Paula; she had a year
left to finish school. Growing up playing football and playing sports my whole life, I said [to myself] outside of my parents,
one of the most influential people in life was my high school math teacher and my football coach. Well my major is math, ani
I never had an education class, so I decided to go reach and coach.
I go in there and do it, and literally a week in, I realize I cant believe they're paying me to do this because I was having sucl
an impact on young metis lives. I was able to teach math, and being a young man myself, I knew I was making a difference.

V

\

TTS: You mentioned you went to Texas A&m and
majored in math, do you fed like you use that?
CM: Oh yeah, I use math every day. Fm infatuated with
numbers, with just the way I think and the scheming part of
it The way you go through it, every problem has an answer
and maybe that's my background being a math major, my stat
background. Things that may be unorthodox to some are normal
to me when I start game planning. When you say that's weird or
that you can't do that, I show you that I can. I feel like I use it,
maybe not the solving equations, but the mindset of the numbers
Vjntriguerr

■W
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TTS: You've been here a couple years now. Is
there something that you really miss about
Texas that you can't necessarily get here?
CM: Yeah, I miss Mexican food. I am a huge
"tex-mex" fan and while there are few good spots
around here, we really miss the Mexican food. I
thought I'd miss the barbecue, but we got some
great barbecue around here.

TTS: We know that you like to drink red bull at
practices. Are there any other pre-game rituals?
CM: Yeah, I love me some sugar-free Red Bull That's before every practice
and every game, and our equipment staff has done a really good job with kind of
planning the games with [the drinks] and writing notes on them. I'm a big candy
junkie, so during the course of a game, HI usually chew about two packs of gum.
I have, in one pocket life savers, and in the other M have some iemonheads, and
when things are going good, 111 eat my lemon heads, and when things aren't going
so good, 111 put a white mint in my mouth, but Fm always chewing gum. I guess
its just nervous energy.

CLEAASON BOWL

1.) How many bowl games has
Clemson appeared in?
a) 40

b) 35
c) 50
d) 25
2.) Who was Clemson's first bowl
game opponent?
a) Boston College
b) Miami (Fl)
c) South Carolina
d) Texas

TTS: Does your son play football?
j
CM: He does. His team actually won the state championship
this year, and we were in Maryland when they won it He threw
five touchdown passes for his Central Tigers. My daughter plays
volleyball, so again, sports is part of our life. My wife is a sports
junkie. She probably knows football more than a lot of people, and
she knows the ins and outs of it, but again, we were both raised in
sports-oriented families. Both our families are still living back in
Texas, and they live five miles apart

TlS: What do you do when you want to get
away from football in the lkrfe down time
that you actually have?
CM: We love to go the beach We love to go
down to Desrin, Fla. We're warm weather people,
and we love to go out on die lake and get out on
the boat or the jet skis, but we love to be around our
ramify. We have two children, MacKenzie, a junior
and Chandler, a sixth grader, and we enjoy their
sports and watching them. We love to get together.

3.) Which bowl game was the first
that Clemson attended?
a) Peach Bowl
b) Gator Bowl
c) Cotton Bowl
d) Orange Bowl
4.) Clemson won their lone national
championship over which team?
a) Ohio State
b) Colorado
c) Virginia Tech
d) Nebraska

5.) How many consecutive bowl
appearances has Clemson made?

a) 10
b) 4
c) 19
d) 8
6.) Clemson currently has how many^,
bowl victories?
a) 20
b) 17
c) 23
d) 14
9-9u-sg-fr>ev-zg-t
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o&y S^t^fJipS^M "Hp *§ Tto-pit iJqj-chins |_jgp^Seginen^ea Sietp^
On the off chance upu lovelq people missed the
notce exams are coming, armed and
possiblq dangerous. Granted there
are the average-Joe habits, mahmg
flashcards, doing the prescribed
homework etc. But there are some
other tactics that mau, help upu
conquer the beast.

We humans are social creatures, and as such,
we're content when we're conectd to our whole
community Cooper has manu, viable vantage points
from which to observe the masses. Tahe the main
staircase, peering through gaps in a booKshelf or
even out the one-waq window in the girls' bathroom
at JavaCitq (a personal favorite, though admittance
could be a bit tricku, for some).

Apparently our ancestors had this thing where
instead of sleeping all eight hours theq would go
through a complex series, napping for three hours
after sundown, wahmg up for a couple hours and
then sleeping again 'till dawn. Studies suggest this gave
them longer amounts of active focus. So that unhealthy
regiment mom keeps going on about? Perfectly normal.
'■

"np #3} e%t*c\si
So upu stuffed upurselves with cookies, coffee
and ramen. Bummer, now upu have the veru, obvious
pleasure of working it off. That recorded lecture
that upu never got around to listening over again?
make it double (or even triple, depending) speed
and upu have created chipmunk rap perfect for a
studious cardio session..

Tip *H} KoU a Stance
As a last ditch effort, light a couple candles,
prop open a book and perhaps even recruit a buddu,
to hold hands with. Chances are the philosopher /
scientist / mathematician upu're studqmg is pushing
up daisies, and when theq see how much effort upu
are putting into this, theq might divulge to upu the
secrets of their minds.

If literallu, everything fails,
tru, osmosis.
—Sana Azami, Staff Writer
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TIME TO COLOR: HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
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Week Before
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+&U.

It there's something 1 know how to do, it would be caking last-minute trips abroad and stealing culture. This
past thanksgiving. 1 managed to do both by visiting my sister in Oxford for a week, Don't worn-. 1 didn't return
1 Girl." who condemns 'Muricans tor their backward ways. Rather. 1 came back home
with a bigger notebook on how to celebrate Christmas in a university setting. 1 know. 1 know; we only just had
thanksgiving. But it was the darndest thing — 1 didn't see a turkey in sight in England.
Ihe streets were decked with hanging strings ot lights. Salvation Army singers and ringers performed on
little cobblestone n-vads while hordes ot people crossed from store to store, purchasing gifts and eating delectable
sweetmeats. Orchestral carols drifted from cathedrals, and the cold winter air positively smellcd ot Christmas,
One evening, is 1 was sipping on my cuppa 1 jd\ Grey tea. 1 reali.-cd American university students miss out on
Christmas more than am group. As 1 slathered a raisin scone with clotted cream and jam. 1 felt sad for mv Clemson
peers and our Christmas-less last tour weeks ot school. We take tests tor a week and then have Thanksgiving. We
run onto a week ot last minute lessons and then stare down exams tor another week. Where's our Caroline? Our
Christmas cookie parties' Our shopping excursions" Ihe "Merer* in our Christmas is burial under the library and
we're the guilty murderers. I'm bringing out mv cultural knowledge and spreading tl.e Christmas cheer 1 stole from
Oxford. We're going to brine Christmas back to lite on Clcmson's campus and take Merry back.

'Twas the week before winter break, and all through the school
All the students were studying, their mouths filled with drool.
FCA in Cooper Dbrary was getting ready to pray
In hopes that litde baby Jesus would give them an A.
The Greeks were partying, getting drunk in the frat,
While engineers cried at the drop of a hat.
And my friend studying bio, and I with comm,
Knew that at this rate, our exams we would bomb.
When out in the hall there arose a stampede,
The footsteps took to the floor with such speed.
Away to the entrance I stumbled in a crawl,
Tore open the door and threw up in the hall.

1 lave a *BOJK* Ihe individual colleges at Oxford host "bops* or dances for their students
in their common rooms. I know we already have house parties and dancing, but here's the
difference: the attitude. Don't go to a dance with the all consuming thoughts ot "get drunk,
get laid." l\it a cap on who can come and it you drink, drink together, not before, ladies.
s helpers KK vou. Boys, don'r even try a "Ho. Ho. Ho" joke. Christmas is
not aivHil letting loose ana str ■.ssing out. It's about being with people vou really enjoy and
celebrating lite together. So. party

The fluorescent lighting filling the dorm,
Flickered as if we were caught in a storm.
When, what to my bloodshot eyes do delude,
But Howards Rock and eight large football dudes.
With an older Southern man, so orange and stark,
I knew in a minute that it must be President Bark'.
More ferocious than tigers, the footballers were,
And they touchdowned, caught and ran in a blur!

rink 1 lot I brinks: Hot tea. Mulled Wine, lanes.
"hocolate Mulled Wine Hot cider. Cappuc.inos.
led Wine. New rule: drink them with
1 cold outside. It it's not verv cold
shorts and short sleeves and sit outside

o Sammy! Go Tajh! Go Martavis Bryant!
ur future looks bright, with a team so reliant!"
To the top of the field, to catching that ball,
We too deep, we too deep, we too deep for y'all!

♦ ?*>

Make the Dean ot USC send us a Christmas tree: Ihe King ot No
sends Ralliol College ^ot Oxford) a huge Christmas tree even year,
in 1914, there was a "Christmas 1'rucc" between the trenches CM
Germans and the Allies. I vote USC sends us a Christmas tree is a si
o(a temporary peace accord. Who knows, maybe we'll send one next

With a season so rad and a team so intense,
When they meet with a bowl, bring out the offense.
So up to the dorm the footballers ran
With famous Howards Rock, and President Barker, so tan.

Organi.-ation i'rec Decoration: I'veiv organization with more than 10
members should buv a Christmas tree, decorate it and place it somewhere on
campus, and hope it doesn't get vandalised or stolen. Maybe well even vote
on who has the best Individual Oxford colleges (equivalents to our student
orsranirations) do this, and nothing cheers up a dreary casrle quarter like
v hristmas trees

And then, with horror, I heard on the roof
The stomping and strutting of footballers aloof.
As the plaster cracked and I hit the ground,
President Barker fell into my room with a bound.
He was dressed in a Tiger suit, from his head to his feet,
And combined with his jersey, he looked pretty neat.
A stack of papers he held tight in his hand,
And he looked like a president of very high command.
His eyes — how they twinkled! His dimples — what a tint!
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a paw print!
His cheerful grin was wide in celebration,
And the hair on his head was as white as the student population.
Howard's Rock he had poised in its stand
And carefully protected the great Clemson brand.
Although dear old Bark would be leaving this year
We knew that with Clements, we had nothing to fear.
He was a super-strong tiger, a right jolly old man,
And I laughed when I saw him, in spite of his tan!
A wink of his eye, and a spirit full of plenty
Soon gave me to know that we would be in the top 20.
He said, "In Cadence Count," his voice like a roar
And my roommates' and my hearts did soar.
But giving a wink and a smile so bright,
He jumped out of the window, back into the night!
The team lifted him up, as they screamed, "ALL IN!"
And spirited Barker back to dear old Clemson.
But I heard him exclaim, as they flew out of sight:
"Happy spring semester to all, now your checkbook is tight!"
—Ellen Meny, Columnist

L

atie s Kitchen
With the semester coming to an
end, it gets harder and harder to make
extravagant meals. Sometimes I just
need to stay awake. Coffee is a great way
to start my morning, but sometimes I
need something in the middle of the
day that isn't as potent as coffee. Being
of the southern culrure, my right hand
caffeinated beverage is iced sweer tea,
of course. I drink ir alongside most
meals. However, lately I have been
staying away from iced tea and leaning
toward a hotter beverage since the
cold weather has begun to linger. I am
now addicred to cuddling up under a
blanket with a nice warm mug of tea
and, of course, my assignments. I've
been exploring different varieties of tea
lately and am nice enough to share one
that I absolutely love right now. And
no, they are not the popular herbal teas
that so many students love. Good news,

■■

■M

though: this recipe is spicy and will
surely add a spin ro your day.
This wonderful rea recipe I like to
call "chocolate spice" is my go-to drink
when I have loads of work to do and I'm
beginning to stress our. The reason I like
this drink so much is because the main
ingredients are chocolate and typical fall
spices. Oh, and also it is super easy ro
make so you can enjoy a tasty beverage
and then get back to studying with little
procrastination. I start by bringing water
and milk to a boil in a small saucepan
(you can use a ketde if you have one).
Then I add two regular Lipton tea bags
to brew for five minutes. Be careful
where you place the tea bag string-alinger because they will catch on fire —
believe me. Keep an eye on your brewing
tea because it is feisty when you turn
your back. While the tea is brewing,
add sugar, chocolate, cinnamon, ginger,

Chocolate Spice
cup of fat free or 1 percent milk
1 cup of water
2 Lipton regular or
decaffeinated tea bags
1 tablespoon of sugar
1 teaspoon of chocolate
1 /8 teaspoon of cinnamon
1 /8 teaspoon of all spice
1 /8 teaspoon of nutmeg
1 /8 teaspoon of cayenne
1/8 teaspoon of ginger

nutmeg, all spice and cayenne to your
mug of choice and stir together. Once
all the spices and chocolate syrup are
well incorporated, pour the creamy tea
over it and stir, stir, stir. But you are not
quite finished yet. This sweet fancy tea
cannot be tasted until whipped topping
is delicately swirled atop with a few
cinnamon sprinkles to tie in the theme.
Now you're ready to cozy up with a book
— I mean assignments ...
—Kathryn Davis, Columnist
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JESSICA GRANT
Major:
Architecture
Hometown:
Ft. Collins, Col.

JESSICA TZENG

About the look:
"Female lumberjack"

Major:
Microbiology

/*

I

At the moment:
"Is this week over yet?"

Hometown:
Clemson, S.C.

Scarf:
Paris train stop

About the look:
"Collective"
At the moment:
"This is strange. I should have
showered."
Sweater:
Thrift store

Flannel:
Target
Shirt:
Target
Jeans:
Target

Shorts:
Charlotte Russe

Shoes:
Boutique in Pearl Street Mai

Tights:
Modcloth

Bag:
H&M

Shoes:
Shoe Carnival

"""§"

13 HeaAoiw to Took forward to the indqf 2013
While some view New Year's as a time for reflection and
nostalgia, I view it as time to say, "Good riddance." 2013 was an
all right year, but it certainly had its ups and downs. But why look
at the past when the future is so bright? It's a modern age: I have
three devices for my email; my childhood dreams of video calls
are a boring reality, and children conceived in the 2000's are now
teenagers. I have high hopes for 2014, and so should you. Let's
face it: It's gonna be awesome, guys.

1. Twerking will finally become paAde
Sure, rear ends are great. The fact that they cushion our seats is
great. The fact that they can jiggle is great. But I think 2013 filled
my 20-year quota for bouncing behinds.

2.'WeAimderAm'&newmoviewillbeout
It's going to have so much quirk I may not be able to stand it.
But boy, am I excited. Wes Anderson has a penchant for making
you care about the strangest characters in the strangest situations.

3. The 'Royal baby Trince Qeorge
will become a royal toddler
Babies are kind of scary. In their first few months they look
squished and alien-like. Once they hit the one-year-old mark,
though, they become toddlers — and no one can claim that
toddlers aren't cute. I mean look at them. They waddle around
like little penguin people and giggle. For you royal enthusiasts, it's
about to get adorable.

1. Wiley will turn 22, inviting mashup&
Imagine a Miley twist on Taylor Swift's song "22." I'm not
saying it will be beneficial to society, but it will be entertaining.

5. The mother will finally be revealed in
"Howl Met'Your Mother"

9. "'Orange b the Hew 'black"
will be in UA decond Aeadon

It's been a 9-year wait, but you loyal HIMYM fans have
valiandy stuck around. You've watched Ted go from cute to
pathetic, misguided to downright stupid, and you've watched
Barney lose his game. It's time you receive your due.

Here in Clemson, orange has always been the new black,
which is just another reason you should watch this show as it
follows the experience of a privileged woman in prison. It's absurd,
witty and definitely Netflix binge-worthy.

6. CongreM willJunction
Please? Pretty please?

7. The "World Cup
You don't have to be a soccer fan to enjoy the thrills, drills
and skills of a World Cup summer. The international community
unites in the spirit of watching gorgeous, athletic men kick around
balls. I call that a positive.

8. Kanye and Him will have learned their
leMon about mu&ic video*
We've seen what the combination of motorcycles, Jersey and
Ycezus leads to, and it's horrible. No music industry needs videos
(and songs) like that inflicted upon it. I'm really hopeful that our
good friend North will grow needier in the next year because those
newlyweds have too much time on their hands.

W.Tre&ident 'barker will have office noun
Since President Barker is returning to teaching, he'll have to
have office hours for his "students." Since I'm sure architecture
students are too busy to visit, (I heard they live in a dungeon in
their studio) the rest of us will be happy to fill in.

11. imother Spiderman Movie
Because Andrew Garfield and Emma Stone make the world a
better place. The first movie satisfied both my need for rom-com
and action. That's something special.

12. Condonufinanced by Wt Qat£&
could make their way to the market
This past year the Bill Gates foundation created a contest
for researchers to develop a more convenient and comfortable
condom, in the hopes of reducing STIs worldwide. Several
monetary prizes were awarded for further development, notably
an origami condom and a condom made of cow tendons.

13. 'You will totally come through
m your reAolulionA
I believe in you, so you should believe in you too. And you
can totally lose those 10 pounds, get that 4.0, learn to be more
spontaneous, budget better or grow that beard.
—Krista Wunsche, Assistant TimeOut Editor
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VOLCANO CHOIR - "REPAVE'
Justin Vernon never has to release another Bon Iver album again — "Repave" is that
good. Vernon has come a long way since the cabin in the woods. His two projects
as Bon Iver are serious records about love and loss. The songs here sound fun; guitars
swell in and out and around Vernons soaring falsetto. You don't need the ocean on
the cover the drive the point home; "Repave" is a powerful record.

by: Cody Smoldt, Staff Writer

1

KANYE WEST - "YEEZUS'
As the choir on album opener "On Sight" so eloquently put it, "He'll give us what we
need/ it may not be what we want." This choral interpolation of "Sermon (He'll Give
Us What We Really Need)" serves as the final to reminder to soulful Kanye of old. The
snippet is dangled for the listener for a mere moment before it is snatched away again.
"Yeezus" may not be what we want, but it's what we need. And what we need sounds cool
as hell. Fitting, since earlier this year, Kanye told The New York Times, "I am the nucleus."

CHANCE THE RAPPER - "ACID RAP"
I've already gushed about this project at a length a few weeks ago, so I'm not going to get
too long winded. It's still incredible (and free). The Social Experiment tour is support of
the project is still sold out night after night. Chance debuted a new song last week during
a show at The Riviera Theatre in his hometown of Chicago. Here's a line:

DANNY BROWN - "OLD
On "Old," Danny Brown made a two-part album with introspective "Side A" and
a "Side B" full of absolute BANGERS. The true achievement here is how Brown
blends the dark, cerebral first half with the party raps of the second. "Old" examines
Brown from all sides — past ghosts haunt future ambitions and the parties turn to
nightmares. "Old" is so good because of how overwhelmingly honest it is. Plenty of
rappers write songs about nightmares. Brown lived to make it through to the other
side.

7

ASAP ROCKY - 'LONG.LIVE.ASAP*
After signing a huge (still) $3 million deal with RCA records, Rocky's debut album
was delayed multiple times, and it looked like the buzz generated by album singles
"Goldie" and "F***ing Problems" would be for naught. Then this monster leaked on
the internet over a month before its January release date in December of 2012 and still
sold over 100,000 copies first week.

"They say I'm saving my city, say I'm staying for good. They screaming Chano for mayor, I'm
thinking maybe I should."
Maybe you should Chance. Maybe you should.

3

8

THE WORLD IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE Ct I AM NO
LONGER AFRAID TO DIE - "WHENEVER, IF EVER"
This is a wonderful album about running away but not knowing where you're going. The
band ponders big questions (life, death, sex, love, home) but offers litde in the way of
answers. "Whenever, If Ever" is the perfect album for the early 20-something that doesn't
quite have it all together. The album cover paints a picture of a jumping off point and that
is exacdy what this is. You just have to make the leap.

RUN THE JEWELS - "RUN THE JEWELS'

VAMPIRE WEEKEND "MODERN VAMPIRES OF THE CITY'
Before "Modern Vampires of the City," Vampire Weekend sang about punctuation
and traditional Mexican drinks. Now frontman Ezra Koenig sings about faith and loss
(and raps T.I. verses in the BBC Live Lounge). They still sound awesome.

*#

VIC MENSA - INNANETAPE

— __

YO THIS ALBUM MAKES ME WANT TO BREAK THINGS. THE FIRST TIME
I HEARD IT I FOUGHT A GRIZZLY BEAR. COP IT FOR FREE AT http://
foolsgoldrecs.com/runthejewels AND PLAY IT YOUR CAR SO YOU CAN FIGHT A
GRIZZLY BEAR TOO. But seriously, Killer Mike and El-P hold it down with one of
the best rap collaborations in recent memory. They don't need to watch the throne; they
burned it down.

r
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Vic might not be on the level of fellow Chicagoan and SaveMoney compatriot Chance
the Rapper ,but "INNANETAPE" is a shockingly good project following the break up
Vic's band Kids These Days. Yes, "INNANETAPE" sounds like Acid Rap junior, but
is that really a bad thing? It will be hard to differentiate the two until Chance stops b)L—
for a verse on album highlight "Tweakin." Chicago is about to take over the world.
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ARCADE FIRE - "REFLEKTOR'
On "Reflektor," Arcade Fire teamed up with longtime LCD
Soundsystem frontman James Murphy to make a record that
passes by much quicker than its two-disc 85-minute runtime
would suggest. "Reflektor" is a dance record, and time flies when
you're dancing. Years after winning the Grammy for Album of
the Year for "The Suburbs," we still don't have an answer to the
question that's been hanging in the air ever since: "Who the ****
is Arcade Fire?"

DRAKE - "NOTHING WAS THE SAME'
AUBREY The artist formerly known as wheelchair Jimmy has
come a long way since his days on "Degrassi." Drake may not
even be the most hip-hop person in Canada (thanks Rob Ford),
but "NWTS" finds him on his worst behavior. The boasts are
louder and the songs for the ladies are still plentiful. I'm going
to play "Hold We're Going Home" at my wedding whether my
wife-to-be likes it or not.

THE WONDER YEARS "THE GREATEST GENERATION"

Open Minds • Spiritual Growth
Compassionate Action
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
FELLOWSHIP OF CLEMSON
230 Pendleton Road
§]*•

■

The Wonder Years reject Tom Brokaw's idea of "The Greatest
Generation" that is simply come and gone; he just hasn't seen
what we're capable of yet. The Greatest Generation is an honest,
self-referential record that is unlike anything else in pop-punk
right now. It's impossible not to sing along.
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ACTION BRONSON - "BLUE CHIPS 2'
On the follow-up to 2012's excellent "Blue Chips" mixtape,
Albanian rapper Action Bronson has once again partnered with
producer Party Supplies to craft his most enjoyable project to date.
Bronson still raps about food and he still sounds like Ghostface,
but the production from Party Supplies is a perfect backdrop for
Bronson's silly wordplay. Even Mac Miller drops a killer verse.
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Awkward

AQUARIUS

Gifts for That Special Someone
Text by: Kayla Cobb, Associate Editor

Yo mamma's gonna make you so fat that
even Santa's reindeer can't pull your sleigh.

Jan. 20-Feb. 19

Graphics by: Kendall Seagroves, TimeOut Layout Editor

The holiday season should be about thankfulness. It is a time to show that you love and value someone else, and
to show this love, we present each other with thoughtful gifts (see what I did there?). It should be easy right? If you
like someone, give them something from the heart. Simple, elegant...
Haha, that's cute. The truth is that life is weird, and we have weird relationships with weird people. Here's a guide
to help you with those situations.

Feb. 20 - March

Start training for New Year's Eve. It is the
p only chance you'll have in a
20 long rime.

I know it's exam week and finding time
k to do your laundry is tough. But going
commando is not an option: Jingle Junk
isn't as seasonal as you'd think.

March 21 - April 20

That Christmas sweater you bought at
fc TAURUS
W Goodwill is adorable and should be worn
*%
>T Apnl21-May20 f * all times.

The "Beneficial" Frie

te Professor

A box of condoms seems too obvious, and dressing up
as Santa's naughty helper is overdone. With all that you've
done with (and for) each other, it seems pretty heardess
not to get your not-significant other anything. If you want
to really drive home the "Hey, we'repiSt friends, but I do
care about you in a non-romantic way" message, pull out
the gift card. It's cold, thoughtless, predictable and not
heartfelt at all — the perfect present to reinforce the lack
of spark between you. Bonus: If you pick the right store,
then it can be a whole lot of fun for you too.

ally got that internship you've been drooling
over for months, and you're 90 to 100 percent sure that it's
all because of the glowing letter of recommendation your
professor wrote^HH|want to say thank you (who knows
when you'll need them again?), but you're also scared to
become a college-level teacher's pet. Yikes. Bake them
something sugary and delicious. It's thoughtful and festive,
but it's not so much of a financial commitment as to make
your classmates wonder if you earned that A through less
than reputable means. Bonus: Those sweet treats may
make your professor extra lenient on that final exam you
clearly haven't studied for.

I

GEMINI
-J0>" MaV 2 1 — June 2 1 <

CANCER

<**,
^&, June 22-July22

^QE£

JulV 23 — Aua 23

VIRGO

Of course you should eat that third
Christmas cookie. Or fourth. Or fifth.

Mom's going to want you to go caroling
► again. She just doesn't understand that elf
ears and bells don't make your
singing better.

L Your eggnog brings all the elves to the yard,
because they know it's better than Clause.

w That's not mistletoe; that's poison ivy.

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

The Frenemy

Tour Alcoholic Friend

They're the Jane Fairfax to your Emma. You run in
the same social circles, you see each other all the time,
and you're so alike it's eerie. On paper, you two should be
perfect together. In practice, you hate their guts as much as
they pretend to LOVE your hair. Still, not getting the other
a present is just plain rude, and odds are, they're probably
going to get you something. So what's the universal sign
for I know I owe you a
present, but I really wish
I didn't? The timehonored
candle.
Preferably get it in
/
a gag-worthy scent
like pine nuts or
fruit cake. Bonus:
This serves as a
subde way to tell
them that their
apartment reeks.

They're the person who is downtown the second class
lets out, and sometimes even before then. They will takes
breaks from Cooper sessions to get plastered downtown,
only to return two hours later to study economics. You're
amazed by their drinking abilities but also a little concerned
about their liver's health. Get them a breathalyzer! It's the
perfect gag gift that becomes more and more practical
over time. Sure, the first time your friend blows 0.3 it's
hilarious, but soon they'll realize that they shouldn't be
competing for highest score and that blowing just below
the level of death by intoxication six out of seven nights is a
little frightening. Bonus: You'll instantly become their new
best friend, and you'll be invited to use it. Often.
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LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Santa is supposed to eat those cookies.
> Not you. Your little sister will never
forgive you...

Your Christmas sweater hides five pounds unfortunately, you gained 10.

Think about it first. It's a family Christmas
party. That misdetoe might bad idea.

Don't get too cocky. You may be in college,
► but that doesn't mean you can rival your
Drunk Uncle Dave in Christmas
punch consumption.

The Naughty List
It never fails that every time the holidays roll around, I freak
out about what kind of gift to give the special someone in my life.
Someday I hope to live in world where I can buy the dude some
flowers and chocolate and call it a day like he can with me. But, as
that is not yet a kosher gift for a guy, I have had to channel my inner
elf and brainstorm some other gift ideas.
As a poor college student, I try to come up with gifts that don't
cost a lot of money. I had been looking into getting this sweater
dawned with humping reindeer for my significant other, but
then I saw it cost at least $64 everywhete I looked, which frankly
is way too much to pay for a sweater you probably wouldn't feel
comfortable wearing around the family come Christmas morning.
Luckily, I have thought long and hard about inexpensive gift giving
and have concluded that the best gift of all might be something
that's, well, long and hard.
Think about it: the best gifts of all are experiences. Flowers die
and chocolate disappears into your stomach, but a memory can
last a lifetime. So maybe what you should think about getting

your significant other for Christmas is a sexy experience or special
bedroom treat instead of jewelry or clothing or video games or
whatever. Why not be a gift yourself and have your clothing be
the wrapping paper? Why not strip off your holiday-themed, tacky
thrift-store sweater and use the long sleeves to tie your naughty elf
to the bed instead of wasting time and energy searching the stores?
You could also use this season of gift giving to celebrate with
a romantic evening. Let your gift to each other be some sexy
quality time. Light some candles (super cheap at Walmart), send
a suggestive Snapchat of a candy cane to that special someone and
invite them over so you can do whatever naughty thing you can
imagine with said candy cane, then let the sparks fly and try not to
burn down your apartment. I was going to suggest putting on some
Christmas tunes to set the ambiance, but that might ruin the last
remnants of your childhood holiday innocence, so stick with the
songs I've already suggested.
If roleplaying is what you're into, or want to try, tis' the season
for a lot of creative fun. Santa is saying you're on the naughty list?

This advice is brought to you on behalf of Mono. Wild and does not necessarily represent the views of The Tiger.

Show him just how right he is. Now could be the perfect time to
tame the Abominable Snow Monster who has been terrorizing
your bedroom. If you're really up for some fun, you could reenact
the Heat Miser-Snow Miser duel with some fire and ice lube or
condoms. Clearly, you have as many options as ornaments on your
Christmas tree.
After many a panic, I've come to the realization that if you can
be creative and a just a tad bit naughty, giving a gift this holiday
season can be an easy, inexpensive, super fun experience for both
yourself and the recipient of your gift. And when all is said and
done after your sextravaganza, go buy some eggnog and sugar
cookie dough with all the money you saved and have some wellearned relaxation time, because you've proven yourself to be an elf
worthy of the North Pole.

- Mo«a Wild
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Community Features

Planned Clubhouse & Amenities for 2013
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
a
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■
m
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Lagoon-Style Pool
Hot Tub
Sun Ledge
Outdoor Fireplace
Large Fitness Center with Cardio & Free Weights
Coffee Bar
Game Room
Event Room
Golf Simulator
Study Area with Business Center
Outdoor Grill & Tables
Sand Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
8-Acre Park with Benches

m
c
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■ 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedroom Cottages
with an extra 1/2 Bath for Guests
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails
■ 5 Minutes from Campus
■ Private Shuttle
■ Pet Friendly

Cottage Features
a
a
a
a
a

Wireless Internet
Private Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Granite Countertops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Washer/Dryer Included

PRICES START AT $554
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
864.654.7549 for leasing
864.654.2200 for sales
www.thepieratclemson.com

m Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer, LLC

391 College Avenue, Suite 103
9 Clemson, SC 29631

REAL
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